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Abstract. Recent advances in medical imaging and surgical techniques
have made possible the correction of severe facial deformities and
fractures. Surgical correction techniques often involve the direct
manipulation – both relocation and surgical fracture – of the underlying
facial bone. The work presented here introduces an environment for
interactive, visuohaptic simulation of craniofacial surgical procedures, with
an emphasis on both mandibular distraction procedures and traditional
orthognathic surgeries. The simulator is intended both for instruction and
for procedure-specific rehearsal, and can thus load canonical training cases
or patient-specific image data into the interactive environment. A network
module allows remote demonstration of procedure technique, a form of
‘haptic tutoring’.
This paper discusses the simulation, haptic feedback, and graphic rendering
techniques used to drive the environment. Particular emphasis is placed on
techniques for fracture and subsequent rigid manipulation of bone
structures, a key component of the relevant procedures.

1. Introduction
1.1 Surgical Background
Incorrect alignment of the jaws – due to congenital malformation, trauma, or disease – can result in
cosmetic deformation and problems with chewing and/or breathing. Orthognathic surgeries correct
such problems, typically by inducing a fracture in one or both jaws (generally using a bone saw),
displacing the fractured components into an anatomically preferable configuration, and installing
bone screws and/or metal plates to fix the bone segments in their new positions.
This approach is often prohibited by the severity of the deformation, the size of the separation that
would be required after fracture, or the sensitivity of the surrounding soft tissue. In these cases,
distraction osteogenesis is often employed as an alternative. Here a similar procedure is performed,
by only a minor separation is created intraoperatively. Instead of spanning the gap with a rigid
plate, an adjustable distractor is fixed to the bone on both sides of the gap. The distractor can be
used to gradually widen the fracture over a period of several weeks, allowing accommodation in the
surrounding tissue and allowing the bone to heal naturally across the fracture.
These procedures are likely to benefit from surgical simulation for several reasons. The complex,
patient-specific planning process and the significant anatomic variation from case to case suggests
that an end-to-end simulator will assist physicians in preparing for specific cases. Furthermore,
distraction procedures have been introduced to the craniofacial surgical community only within the
last ten to fifteen years, and an effective simulator will significantly aid in the training and retraining of this new class of procedures, and with the exploration of alternative techniques for
effective surgeries.

1.2 Previous work
Several projects [1,2,3] have focused on the simulation of craniofacial surgical procedures,
although the focus of most previous work has been on the prediction of soft tissue movement and
the prediction of post-operative facial appearance given a series of bone manipulations. The
surgical procedure itself is typically represented as a series of geometric operations – defined via
explicit cutting planes or analytically-specified transformations.
Other work has focused on simulation of dental [4] and otologic [5,6,7,8] procedures, which are
similar to the surgeries discussed here in terms of haptic feedback and bone drilling/cutting.
However, the procedures presented here additionally require the rigid manipulation of bone
fragments and the attachment of rigid structures (plates, etc.) to the bone.
2. Methods
2.1 Data sources and preprocessing
FIGURE 1 summarizes the preprocessing stages that transform image data into the format used for
interactive rendering. Isosurfaces are first generated from CT or MR data using the marching cubes
method [9]; this allows us to discard regions of data that are not part of the skull. This algorithm
does not generate closed meshes for all inputs, so we cap any holes in the resulting isosurfaces using
the 3d Studio Max software package (Discreet Inc., Montreal, Quebec). A non-repeating set of
texture coordinates is then generated on the isosurface mesh, to be used later for interactive
rendering.
A flood-filling technique is then used to build a voxel grid from the isosurface data, using an AABB
tree to accelerate the numerous collision tests required at this stage. For voxels situated at the
boundary of the bone volume, we find the nearest triangle to the voxel center and use barycentric
interpolation to assign texture coordinates and surface normals to those voxels. The resulting voxel
array is exported along with density information for all voxels. This voxel array is used directly for
haptic rendering, and is also retessellated into a new surface used for interactive graphic rendering
(see SECTION 2.2). Overall preprocessing time for a typical head CT data set is on the order of
fifteen to twenty minutes.
Models of bone plates have been supplied by the manufacturer, and are loaded into our environment
directly as surface meshes.
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FIGURE 1: A summary of our preprocessing pipeline. CT data sets are (a) isosurfaced, (b) capped and
smoothed, (c) flood-filled to generate a voxel array, and (d) re-tessellated into a final surface mesh.

2.2 Interactive Rendering
In order to leverage previous work in haptic rendering of volumetric data [10] while still
maintaining the benefits of surface rendering in terms of hardware acceleration and visual effects,
we maintain a hybrid data structure in which volumetric data are used for haptic rendering and
traditional triangle arrays are used for graphic rendering. In order to simplify and accelerate the
process of updating our polygonal data when the bone is modified, we build a new surface mesh –
in which vertices correspond directly to bone voxels – rather than using the original isosurface
mesh.
The voxel array representing the bone model is loaded into our simulation environment, and a
polygonal surface mesh is generated to enclose the voxel grid. This is accomplished by
exhaustively triangulating the voxels on the surface of the bone region, i.e.:

for each voxel v1 that is on the bone surface
for each of v1’s neighbors v2 that is on the bone surface
for each of v2’s neighbors v3 that is on the bone surface
generate a triangle (v1,v2,v3) oriented away from the bone surface

Here being ‘on the bone surface’ is defined as having non-zero bone density and having at least one
neighbor that has no bone density. Although this generates a significant number of triangles (on the
order of 200,000 for a typical CT data set), we use several techniques to minimize the number of
triangles that are generated and/or rendered. To avoid generating duplicate triangles, each voxel is
assigned an index before tessellation, and triangles are rejected if they do not appear in sorted order.
A second pass over the mesh uses the observations presented in [11] to eliminate subsurface
triangles that will not be visible from outside the mesh.
To take advantage of the fact that the user does not frequently change the simulation’s perspective,
we maintain two triangle arrays, one containing the complete tessellation of the current bone
volume (the “complete array”), and one containing only those that are visible from positions close
to the current camera position (the “visible array”). The latter array is initialized at startup and any
time the camera comes to rest after a period of movement. Visible triangles are those with at least
one vertex whose normal points towards (less than 90 degrees away from) the camera. Because this
visibility-testing pass is time-consuming, it is performed in the background; the complete array is
used for rendering the scene during periods of camera movement (when the visible array is
considered ‘dirty’) and during the reinitialization of the ‘visible’ array.
As a final optimization, we use the nvtristrip library [12] to reorder our triangle and vertex arrays
for optimal rendering performance. We could have further reduced rendering time by generating
triangle strips from our triangle lists, but this would add significant complexity to the process of
updating the surface mesh to reflect changes to the underlying voxel grid.
2.3 Interactive Tools
In our environment, the user makes use of one or two SensAble Phantom [13] haptic devices –
providing six-degree-of-freedom control of each tool and three-degree-of-freedom haptic
feedback – to control several tools that can interact with the bone data.
The primary bone modification tools are the drill/saw tools, which use the method presented in [10]
to perform haptic rendering and bone removal for tools of varying size and shape. FIGURE 2
displays a drill tool being used to remove bone density. See [10] for a complete description of their
modified Voxmap-Pointshell algorithm; only a summary will be provided here. In short, a series of
sample points is distributed on the surface of the tool; at each haptic iteration, each sample is tested
for immersion in the bone volume. A ray is traced from each immersed sample point toward the
tool center until it reaches either the tool center or the bone surface. Bone density is removed for
each voxel these rays pass through, and a haptic force is generated along each ray to push immersed
points out of the bone volume.
When bone voxels are removed from our environment, our hybrid data structure requires that the
area around the removed bone be retessellated. Consequently, bone voxels are queued up by our
haptic rendering thread as they are removed, and the graphic rendering thread retessellates the
region around each voxel pulled from this queue. That is, for each removed voxel, we see which of
his neighbors have been “revealed” and create triangles that contain the centers of these new voxels
as vertices. Specifically, for each removed voxel v, we perform the following steps:
for each voxel v’ that is adjacent to v and on the bone surface
if a vertex has not already been created to represented v’
create a vertex representing v’ and compute the surface gradient at v’
queue v’ for triangle creation
for each voxel v’ that is ″queued for triangle creation″
generate triangles adjacent to v’ (see below)

Once again, a voxel that is “on the bone surface” has a non-zero bone density and has at least one
neighboring voxel that contains no bone density. When all local voxels have been tested for
visibility (i.e. when the first loop is complete in the above pseudocode), all new vertices are fed to a

triangle generation routine. This routine finds new triangles that can be constructed from new
vertices and their neighbors, orients those triangles to match the vertices’ surface normals, and
copies visible triangles to the “visible triangle array” (see SECTION 2.2). The reason for “queuing
triangles for triangle creation” is that the generation of triangles – performed in the second loop
above – depends on knowing which local voxels are visible, which is only known after the
completion of the first loop.
An additional bone modification tool allows the introduction of large bone cuts via a planar cut tool
(see FIGURE 4). This tool generates no haptic feedback and is not intended to replicate a physical
tool. Rather, it addresses the need of advanced users to make rapid cuts for demonstration or for the
creation of training scenarios. Bone removal with this tool is implemented by discretizing the
planar area – controlled in six degrees of freedom – into voxel-sized sample areas, and tracing a ray
a small distance from each sample along the normal to the plane. This ray is identical to the rays
traced from the surface of a drill-type tool, discussed in more detail above. No haptic feedback is
generated, and each ray is given infinite “drilling power”, i.e. all density is removed from any
voxels through which each ray passes. The distance traced along each ray is controlled by the user.
This allows the user to remove a planar or box-shaped region of bone density, demonstrated in
FIGURE 4.
A final set of tools allows the user to manipulate models of several distractors and/or Synthes bone
plates. The inclusion of these plate models allows users to plan and practice plate-insertion
operations interactively, using industry-standard plates. Collision detection for haptic feedback is
also performed using a set of sample points; in this case, the sample points are generated by
sampling 100 vertices of each model and extruding them slightly along their normals (because these
models tend to be very thin relative to our voxel dimensions) (FIGURE 3). Since there is no welldefined tool center toward which we can trace rays for penetration calculation, rays are traced along
the model’s surface normal at each sample point. At any time, the user can rigidly affix a plate tool
to a bone object with which it is in contact. Future work will include a simulation of the bonescrew-insertion process.

FIGURE 2: Using the drill tool to interactively
modify bone volume.
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FIGURE 3: Sampling and extrusion of the surface
of a bone plate for collision detection with bone.
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FIGURE 4: Binding of bone plates to a bone model. (a) Bone model before fracture (a planar cut has been
applied to simplify the image for demonstration). (b) A standard bone plate fixed across a fracture. (c) A
distractor fixed on both sides of a fracture.

2.4 Continuity detection
A critical step in simulating craniofacial procedures is the detection of cuts in the bone volume that
separate one region of bone from another, thus allowing independent rigid transformations to be
applied to the isolated bone segments.
In our environment, a background thread performs a repeated flood-filling operation on each bone
structure. A random voxel is selected as a seed point for each bone object, and flood-filling
proceeds through all voxel neighbors that currently contain bone density. Each voxel maintains a
flag indicating whether or not it has been reached by the flood-filling operation; at the end of a
filling pass, all unmarked voxels (which must have become separated from the seed point) are
collected and moved into a new bone object, along with their corresponding data in the vertex and
triangle arrays.
FIGURE 5 displays a bone object that has been cut and the subsequent independent movement of the
two resulting structures. Here – for demonstration – the cut-plane tool is used to create the fracture;
during simulated procedures, most fractures will likely be created by the drilling/sawing tools.

FIGURE 5: The use of the cut-plane tool and the independent manipulation of discontinuous bone regions.
(a) The cut-plane tool is used to geometrically specify a set of voxels to remove. (b) The volume after voxel
removal. (c) The flood-filling thread has recognized the discontinuity, and the bone segments can now be
manipulated independently.

2.5 Network Training
Surgical training is typically focused on visual observation of experienced surgeons and verbal
descriptions of proper technique; it is impossible for a surgeon to physically demonstrate the correct
‘feel’ of bone manipulation with physical tools. With that in mind, we have incorporated a ‘haptic
tutoring’ module into our environment, allowing a trainee to experience forces that are the result of
a remote user’s interaction with the bone model.
Ideally, the trainee would experience both the movements of the instructor’s tool and the force
applied to/by the instructor, but it is difficult to control both the position and the force at a haptic
end-effector without any control of the compliance of the user’s hand. To address this issue, we
bind the position of the trainee’s tool to that of the instructor’s tool via a low-gain spring, and add
the resulting forces to a ‘playback’ of the forces generated at the instructor’s tool. I.e.:
Ftrainee = Kp(Ptrainee – Pinstructor) + Finstructor
…where Finstructor and Ftrainee are the forces applied to the instructor’s and trainee’s tools, and Pinstructor
and Ptrainee are the position of the instructor’s and trainee’s tools. Kp is small enough that it does not
interfere significantly with the perception of the high-frequency components transferred from the
instructor’s tool to the trainee’s tool, but large enough that the trainee’s tool stays in the vicinity of
the instructor’s tool. In practice, the error in this low-gain position controller is still within
reasonable visual bounds, and the trainee perceives that he is experiencing the same force and
position trajectory as the instructor.

2.5 Neurophysiology simulation
Another goal of our simulation environment is to train the surgical skills required to avoid critical
and/or sensitive structures when using potentially dangerous tools. The inferior alveolar nerve is at
particular risk during most of the procedures this environment is targeting. We thus incorporate a
virtual nerve monitor that presents the user with a representation of the activity of nerve bundles in
the vicinity of the procedure (FIGURE 6). Nerves are currently placed explicitly for training
scenarios; future work will include automatic segmentation of large nerves from image data.
FIGURE 6: Interactive monitoring of virtual nerves.
When the virtual tool makes contact with the bone in
the vicinity of the virtual nerve bundle (highlighted
here in blue), a series of neural pulses is presented via
graphic and auditory monitoring tools. Several such
bursts are displayed in this clip, captured from the
graphic monitor.

3. Discussion and Conclusion
Initial work with surgeons indicates that the haptic feedback associated with bone manipulation is
quite realistic. Future work on this environment will thus focus on the incorporation of soft tissue
data into the simulation. Online soft tissue representations will be critical for the simulation of
constraints imposed on bone movements, and for the training of complete procedures including
incisions and soft tissue displacement. Offline soft tissue simulation will allow us to incorporate
previous work on the prediction of soft-tissue appearance following craniofacial surgery (e.g.
[1],[2],[3]). Furthermore, we hope to extend our training of sensitive structure avoidance; a
representation of potentially sensitive blood vessels will be valuable, as will the automated or semiautomated extraction of such structures directly from image data.
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